We were proud to share a groundbreaking report on the cooling effect of natural areas. Our Research & Conservation team began collaborating with our partners at NYC Parks, laying the groundwork for a crucial reevaluation of environmental changes to NYC’s forests and wetlands over the next year.

We also deeply engaged our network of Trail Maintainers. These advanced volunteers stepped up in 2023 to not only steward natural areas, but also advocate for them. We worked to prepare and nurture this important group to testify at City Council hearings, contact their local elected officials, and write op-eds in support of our city’s greenspaces.

In 2023, we focused our community engagement efforts in the Bronx and upper Manhattan. Our completion of two multi-year projects in Seton Falls Park and Highbridge Park allowed us to reach hundreds of New Yorkers and over 20 community groups through forest care training and popular community events, including Celebrate Salamanders!

I’m proud and optimistic as we move further into 2024 and expand our efforts to manage, study, and advocate for natural areas as well as grow the environmental workforce that ultimately will steward them. We will continue to serve as the leading advocate for natural areas in NYC and work closely with NYC Parks and our many coalition partners. I look forward to another year of growth and success in support of our city’s 20,000 acres of valuable forests, wetlands and grasslands.

Sarah Charlop-Powers
Executive Director and Co-Founder
Engaging communities in the Bronx and Manhattan

The Natural Areas Conservancy’s community forestry program completed two multi-year, engagement programs in the Bronx and northern Manhattan in 2023, resulting in actionable management plans for 134 acres of forest. Through programming designed to increase meaningful, long-term community involvement in the stewardship of natural areas, we reached 368 people and more than 20 community organizations. Local volunteers contributed over 878 hours to learning about their natural areas, planting trees, and stewarding trails. The underserved communities surrounding these parks were reactivated, and people of all ages and abilities grew an appreciation for caring and learning about NYC’s natural spaces. Community and individual networks became fortified, new connections were built, and local individuals gained a sense of belonging and pride for their local forests. We are especially grateful to the community leaders and individuals who welcomed the NAC into their backyards and partnered with us to create long-term impact.

Highbridge Park
In Washington Heights, Manhattan, we worked with community stakeholders to offer forest care training and develop a forest management plan for Highbridge Park’s 102 acres of forest. Community stewards needed a guide to the common invasive plants they encountered while caring for their forest, so we worked with the NYC Parks Stewardship Team to produce a printed guide: Invasive Plants and Biodiversity: A Targeted Management Guide for New York City Stewards.

Seton Falls Park
In the Bronx, the NAC worked alongside the Seton Falls Park Preservation Coalition (SFPPC) to develop a forest management training and education series for park stewards and community leaders. With input and feedback from community leaders and neighbors, we created a program of training and education events covering topics in forest health, plant identification, invasive species management, trail maintenance, and leader training. This training series was a springboard to further activate the Setons Falls Park community. One leader from SFPPC expanded on these efforts to develop an educational summer program for youth in Seton Falls Park.

Our most popular event, Celebrate Salamanders!, brought out over 40 community members to learn about one of NYC’s last habitats for a locally rare salamander species and to conduct invasive plant management.
2023 advocacy timeline

The Natural Areas Conservancy took action in 2023 to speak up on behalf of natural areas across the five boroughs. Building on the publication of our Funding Forested Natural Areas: Recent Trends in New York City report, the NAC helped make the case for increased public resources to be directed to the care, management, and restoration of our natural areas. Take a look at our advocacy milestones last year.

March 22
The NAC participated in the Play Fair for Parks rally at City Hall to call for an increased budget for NYC Parks.

May 24
The NAC testified in front of City Council, stressing the importance of baselining $3.5M in funding for natural areas management.

April 22
The NAC is invited to speak during a Mayoral Earth Day press conference announcement of $2.4M in baselined funding for the implementation of the Strategic Trails Plan.

September 14
We participated in Rally for Trees NYC, and called on the City Council to support the passage of Intros 1065 and 1066.

October 5
Intro 1065 (now Local Law 148) is passed by the NY City Council.

October 11
The NAC participated in the Play Fair rally against cuts to NYC Parks, which included the elimination of the trails formalization program. NAC also testified before the City Council during a joint hearing about NYC Parks.

November 6
Sarah Charlop-Powers published an op-ed against the budget cuts to NYC Parks in NYN Media.

December 7
The NAC staff organized a virtual training for Trail Maintainers, CUNY Intern alums, and members of the Board of Directors to help prepare testimony in advance of a City Council Committee on Finance oversight hearing.

December 11
The NAC testified to the City Council Committee on Finance against the FY24 budget cuts.

June 6
Sarah Charlop-Powers co-authored an op-ed about the budget for NYC Parks with volunteer Trail Maintainer Bob Hay. The op-ed ran in City Limits.

June 13
We testified as a member of Forest for All NYC in support of Intros 1065 and 1066, which legislated the creation of NYC’s first-ever Urban Forest Plan and a target canopy goal of 30% citywide.

June 15
The NAC testified to the City Council Committee on Environmental Protection, Resiliency and Waterfronts about the need to fully fund the management and care of natural forested areas, wetlands, and trails.

June 30
The Mayor and City Council agreed on the FY24 Adopted Budget, which included a one-year $2.5M restoration of funding from the City Council for forest management and care, as well as $2.4M in funds for trail formalization.

October 5
Intro 1065 (now Local Law 148) is passed by the NY City Council.

October 11
The NAC testified to the City Council Committee on Finance against the FY24 budget cuts.
Growing the next generation of environmental leaders

In 2023, the Natural Areas Conservancy strengthened its environmental workforce pipeline, further investing in opportunities for New Yorkers to explore—and gain skills in—natural areas management. From high school students who are interested in climate science to City University of New York (CUNY) students who need field experience to pursue careers in ecology, the NAC has created an impactful and supportive program.

Engaging high schoolers in STEM

Last summer, eight high school interns joined the Student Urban Nature (SUN) program, a paid high school internship located in Forest Park, Queens. Students learned about ecology and the environmental field through hands-on fieldwork—all in their local park. Interns built their confidence and knowledge in science—and through practice and mentorship began to see themselves as scientists. Students learned how

"I saw the NAC internship program as an opportunity to truly connect to and understand the importance of natural areas while getting my first taste of field work."
— Balsamine Chen, Summer 2023 Intern

We hosted 30 paid internship opportunities for 18 CUNY students.

We reached our 100th intern milestone, building an intern community that is supported and prepared to fill local green jobs.

We oversaw cross-cultural interaction & knowledge sharing between our CUNY interns and the Leon Levy Native Plant Center interns in the Bahamas.

250
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100
100th intern

30
Paid internships
to collect data in forests and wetlands, trail management techniques, and conducted their own research projects. In summer 2024, the NAC will expand the SUN program to Staten Island’s Greenbelt, creating opportunities for young people to study these unique grasslands.

We hosted 30 paid internships for CUNY students from eight different schools. Interns spent time monitoring shorelines in the Bronx and Harlem Rivers, growing native plants at the Greenbelt Native Plant Center, and measuring forest health in northern Manhattan. This year marked the fourth time that we have hosted an exchange program with the Leon Levy Native Plant Center (LLNPC) in Eleuthera, Bahamas. While our ecosystems are wildly different, our programs have shared goals to invest in conservation leadership and build ecology skills. Five NYC interns learned about the floristics and plant taxonomy of the Bahamas, and three interns from LLNPC joined us in New York City to learn about urban conservation.

Expanding an alumni network
We expanded the NAC Alumni Network to continue to foster community amongst program participants as they enter—and grow—in their careers. The network independently organizes regular events and outings to strengthen connections, advance professional skill building, and explore NYC’s natural areas! In 2024, this group will collaborate with more NAC teams, including the Trails team and high school intern alumni.

Looking ahead, we are excited to launch expanded programming for young people who hope to pursue careers in natural areas management. By leveraging our partnerships with NYC Parks and local park conservancies, we will create opportunities for advanced and sustained technical skill-building and fieldwork needed to enter full-time green careers.
Investing in natural areas across the country

Forests in Cities, the Natural Areas Conservancy’s national network, continues to grow and thrive! In 2023, two new cities—Boston, Massachusetts, and Portland, Oregon—were added to the network. We now have 19 cities representing a combined population of 22,944,710 (2022 Census estimate).

The network convened regularly to discuss the care and protection of forested natural areas. The NAC hosted quarterly webinars that brought together network cities to share updates and collaborate. We also held four technical trainings this year, which explored topics such as federal grant writing, engaging with press and elected officials, community engagement, and strategic urban trails planning. Network members convened in person twice this year at the Hixon Conference in New Haven, Connecticut, and the World Forum on Urban Forests in Washington, D.C., both FiC member cities.

We look forward to the continued collaboration and growth of the FiC network in 2024. In the new year, we plan to meet in person, publish timely work and foster more peer-to-peer learning to improve urban forests across the nation!

The FiC network brings value to urban forestry practitioners across the country.

What members of the FiC network say:

“The Forests in Cities network is driving national collaboration and innovation around the critical role of natural areas in our communities.”

“The opportunity to meet with people around the country who are passionate about protecting urban natural areas and hear their ideas really helped to re-energize me in my work, as well as provide some new resources and knowledge.”

“The professional network that Forest in Cities has built is really incredible. Reconnecting with folks on a regular basis...and hearing about their methods, initiatives, successes, and challenges has been especially helpful. I have some upcoming projects that will really benefit from the network and everything I’ve learned from different participants.”
Making an impact with new natural areas knowledge and research

Last year, the Research & Conservation team advanced science and published reports to inform practice on the care and management of urban natural areas in the face of climate change.

**Cooling Cities**
This report highlights the differences in temperature between different types of urban greenspace. Results showed that urban natural areas had cooler land surface and air temperature than landscaped greenspaces, and that urban forested natural areas had the coolest temperatures overall. These findings highlight the importance of incorporating protection and management of urban natural areas into climate resilience planning.

**Climate Report**
This report explores how urban natural areas can both protect cities from the impacts of climate change as well as be negatively affected by the changing climate. The report provides a centralized resource for planners and practitioners who want summary information on the major impacts of climate change as well as case studies highlighting how cities use and manage natural areas in the face of climate change.

**Funding Forested Natural Areas**
This report provided analysis of recent trends in funding of forested natural areas in New York City from 2017 through 2020. Less than half a percent (0.042%) of New York City’s expense budget supported managing and protecting urban natural areas. Without sufficient funding, our natural areas may degrade and lose the benefits they provide to our cities.
The Natural Areas Conservancy’s staff works tirelessly to nurture and preserve New York City nature, but we couldn’t do it without the many partners who empower our work day in and day out. Nowhere is this more palpable than in our corporate volunteer program, where in the last year over 200 corporate volunteers generously contributed over a thousand hours of service to our urban natural areas.

In 2023, we were thrilled to work with new and current partners to create immersive experiences for volunteers to connect with and steward our urban green spaces. Our partnership with Blackstone, spearheaded by NAC Board Member Justin Hall, brought a group of enthusiastic volunteers to Inwood Hill Park for hands-on conservation work on a beautiful October morning.

Fostering hands-on work in nature
The volunteer day allowed for hands-on conservation work, and Blackstone employees gained an appreciation for the importance of urban green spaces and the role they play in fostering biodiversity and climate resiliency.

The NAC’s corporate volunteer program aims to bring teams like Blackstone out of the office and into nature to experience firsthand the power and importance of green spaces. In 2023, the NAC partnered with a wide range of companies who made a tangible impact on New York City’s natural areas. This year’s projects saw the restoration and management of nature trails, as well as the completion of two tree-planting projects in Alley Pond Park and Kissena Park in Queens. During each event, volunteers had the opportunity to take a deep dive into the work of the NAC and learn more about the natural areas we work to protect, while getting their hands dirty.

These fun days in nature showcase the transformative power of collective action and inspire new partners to join us to help steward our natural landscapes. We look forward to welcoming new and returning partners into our city’s parks for more volunteering in the coming year and beyond.

Engaging volunteers to care for New York City’s natural spaces
Increasing access to nature for all

In 2023, we grew a cadre of trained, committed volunteers to steward New York City’s nature trails. We improved hundreds of miles of trails in public parks and invested in the capacity and skills of our partners to scale our efforts—ensuring all New Yorkers have safe access to nature.

The NAC supported the maintenance of hundreds of miles of nature trails through the construction of structures that improve accessibility and forest health. In 2023, we partnered with the Student Conservation Association (SCA) on trail projects in four parks, including Alley Pond Park. In this park, we worked together to raise 350 feet of flooded trail, improving the condition for users.

We hosted our 4th annual Trails Techniques Training to develop the knowledge and capacity of NYC Parks and conservancy partners to build and improve trails and structures that exist in their parks. Over four days, we trained almost 40 professional parks staff on the installation of trail structures and trail design fundamentals. We hosted two trainings and productive work sessions with Urban Park Rangers to increase community engagement on public nature trails.

The NAC has trained 100 volunteers, who have adopted over 120 miles of trails across all five boroughs—about 40% of the network! In 2023, we provided advanced training to 35 of these volunteers, allowing them to conduct more advanced work on their adopted nature trails.

Parks Stewarded by Trail Maintainers in 2023

**Bronx**
- Pelham Bay Park
- Raoul Wallenberg Forest
- Riverdale Park
- Seton Falls Park
- Spuyten Duyvil Shorefront Park
- Van Cortlandt Park

**Brooklyn**
- Marine Park
- Paerdegat Basin Park

**Manhattan**
- Highbridge Park
- Inwood Hill Park

**Queens**
- Alley Pond Park
- Forest Park
- Kissena Corridor Park
- Kissena Park

**Staten Island**
- Allison Pond Park
- Blue Heron Park
- Bunkers Pond Park
- La Tourette Park
- Willowbrook Park
- Wolfes Pond Park
This year, our team built and managed:

- Check steps
- Turnpikes
- Water bars
- Puncheons
- Desire line closures
- Invasive species removal
Thank you to our supporters!
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James Baker
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Caroline and Justin Barad
Kate Barton
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Hal R. Belodoff
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and Charlotte Glasser
Susan Benz and Philip Caron
Mary Jane Boland
and Daniel Picard
Phyllis Brashear
Patricia Brous Friedland
Anthony and Christine Bruno
Jon Paul Buchmeyer
and Juan Pablo Chavez Salas
Marcia Bystryn
Susan Cahn
Shane Carr
Sarah Charlop-Powers
and Dani Simons
Christina Claudio
Peter Craig Russel
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Grant Davies
Boone Davis
Gary Debode
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Helena Durst
and Mark J. Domino
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Barry Feinstein
Debra Fine
and Martin Schneider
Rebecca Francis
Katherine Fritts
and Steven Cappel
Augie Furst
Dona Gilbertson
Dr. Joshua Ginsberg
Elizabeth Goldstein
Jennifer Greenfield
Bram Gunther
Ross Haberman
Nancy Hager
Justin Hall and Marie Berrodin
Joseph Halloum
Jodi Hecht
Kathryn and Vincent Heintz
Clay Hiles and Sarah Chassis
Ellen Jewett
Max Joel and Alisa Wellek
Jenny Jones
Michael Kaminsky
Honorable Liam Kavanagh
Diane Keenher
Jeffrey Kimball
and Pamela Hogan
David Langer and Mara Einstein
James Leitner
Steven and Nina Lerner
Edwin Lugo
Bill Lukashok
Joh Masclalino
Amy McIntosh
and Jeffrey Toobin
Charles McKinney
Seth McNary
Shelley and Donald Meltzer
Lynden and Leigh Miller
Clark Mitchell and David Lapham
Hee-Jung and John Moon
Nerissa Moray
Dr. Daniel Moros
and Dr. Ann Schongalla
Sarah Moros
and Ram Subramanian
Allison Muth
Alison Novak
Joan O’Meara Winant
Dipak and Anita Patel
Palma Patti and Perry Cacace
Clare Peeters
and Joseph McAlhany
Robin and Michael Poulos
Nancy Prince
and Douglas Dolan
Julie Raskin
Julie Robbins
Bert and Terry Romberg
Janet Ross
Paul Roux
Chris Fox
KC Sahl and Paola Zanzo
Eric Sanderson
and Han-Yu Hung
Richard and Ann Sarnoff
Jodi Scheuerman
and Michael Smith
Elizabeth and Noah Silverman
David Simons
Ross and Ellyn Simons
Omar and Abena Slowe
Jane Sokolow and Ned Ames
Stacy June Sonnenberg
Ariel and Peter Speicher
Maria Stolli
Peter Stone
Carter Strickland
and Nicole Gueron
Hillary and Jeff Suchman
Andrew Wallach and Peggy Yannas
Marc Wallach
Douglas Warren
Matthew Washington
Veronica White
and Hon. Victor Marrero
Deborah Wiley
Ted Wolff and Anne Clarke Wolff
Andrew Wonnacott
Jonathan Youngwood

**Foundations, Corporations, Government & Organizations**

Altman Foundation
American Forests
Athenic Brewing
Biohabitats
Bloomberg Philanthropies
Booth Ferris Foundation
Bronx River Alliance
Brooklyn Org
Central Park Conservancy
Chubb
Citi
Citrin Cooperman
Con Edison
Conway Family Foundation
Doris Duke Foundation
Ernst & Young LLP
Francis Greenburger Charitable Fund
GEI Consultants, Inc., P.C.
Goldman, Sachs & Co.
Greencore Foundation
Greenberg Traurig, LLP
Herbert E. Nass & Associates
HMTX Industries
Hudson River Foundation
Indigo River x TMS Waterfront
J.M. Kaplan Fund
Jamaica Bay Rockaway Parks Conservancy
Joseph and Joan Cullman Parks Conservancy
JP Morgan Chase
LARK Family Fund
Latham & Watkins
LE Phillips Family Foundation
Leon Levy Foundation
Lily Auchincloss Foundation
Logical Buildings
Mcintosh/Toobin Charitable Foundation
National Fish and Wildlife Foundation
Network for Good
New York Community Trust
New York State Department of Environmental Conservation
The Green Horizons Fund at the Chicago Community Foundation
NYC Green Fund
One Tree Planted
ParaDocs Worldwide, Inc.
Pinkerton Foundation
Point72
Prospect Hill Foundation
Randall’s Island Park Alliance
Richard & Bette Saltzman Foundation
Secunda Family Foundation
Sidney J. Weinberg Jr. Foundation
Spitzer Charitable Trust
Sportime and the John McEnroe Tennis Academy
Starr Whitehouse Landscape Architects and Planners
The Achelis and Bodman Foundation
The Eppley Foundation
for Research
The JPB Foundation
The Leona M. and Harry B. Helmsley Charitable Trust
The Nature Conservancy
The Seed Fund
Three Cairns Group
VHB

Citrin Cooperman
Citi
Chubb
Central Park Conservancy
The Seed Fund
Three Cairns Group
2023 Organization Financials

- **Total revenue:** $4,096,854
  - Corporations: $184,152
  - Individuals: $491,055
  - Government: $86,118
  - Earned Income: $252,058
  - Other: In-kind and Investment $310,782

- **Total expenses:** $3,026,383
  - Trails: $509,129
  - Internship & Training: $586,007
  - Communications & External Affairs: $217,428
  - Fundraising: $392,317
  - Research & Conservation: $899,022
  - Management & General: $422,480

Thank you!

The Natural Areas Conservancy exists to protect and champion natural areas in New York City and across the nation. We strive for a sustainable future—and that wouldn’t be possible without your critical support. Thank you to our funders, partners, and supporters who have helped the NAC grow to where it is today.

Looking back on 2023, we’re proud of our team and all those who rallied behind our efforts. Advancing our internship programs, expanding NYC’s trail network, releasing groundbreaking research, and increasing our advocacy simply couldn’t have been accomplished without you. We cherish these shared successes, which buoy us into 2024 with a renewed vitality and commitment to our invaluable natural areas.